ATV Lift Kit

ATV/MOTORCYCLE ADAPTER

The QuickJack ATV adapter kit features a cold-formed and tigwelded 6061-T6 aluminum diamond tread platform. It offers
a slick design that ensures maximum grip for your tires. This
kit is also an ideal tool to assist in the washing and detailing of
ATVs and motorcycles. It is similar to our motorcycle adapter
kit, except it is widened to also accommodate ATVs.
The platform is also safe to hose down when it’s time to clean
off all the dirt and mud its bound to collect. The entire adapter
kit assembles from storage in just minutes and lifts in seconds
flat. A fully adjustable front-wheel clamp keeps hold of the tire
by constricting two thick, non-abrasive, chemical-resistant,
treaded rubber pads that will never damage your bike or
corrode due to weather, moisture, chemicals or heavy use.
To further increase the adapter kit’s versatility, be sure to grab
the Ranger RML-1100, a 1,100-lb. capacity jack. This one great
tool turns your QuickJack into a full-service, all-in-one vehicle
lift. It acts as a “rolling bridge jack” for the platform, safely
engaging the frame of your vehicle to let you service flats,
perform tire swaps and conduct suspension work with ease.
QuickJack ensures that setting up this portable adapter kit is
hassle-free: no bolts, anchors or other hard-to-install pieces.
Simple, custom-fit, hardened-steel axles lock securely over the
QuickJack frames and provide support for the lift platform,
which perfectly walks the line between heavy-duty durability
and lightweight portability. It only takes about two quick
minutes to get your QuickJack adapter from “stow to go,” and
it’s just as easy to glide your ATV or motorcycle over the lowprofile ramp.

SPECIFICATIONS
Platform width

47.25” (1,200 mm)

Platform length

88” (2,236 mm)

Platform height

2.5” (57 mm)

Ramp length

9.5” (241 mm)

Max. Vice Width

8” (203 mm)

Overall length (w/ clamp)

93” (2,362 mm)
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